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Pro Tools All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
8 books in 1 — from miking to mixing to mastering    

    Your one-stop guide to the software and hardware that make music magic    

    When you add Pro Tools to your home recording studio, you have the software used to create hit records. When you add this book to your bookshelf, you get...
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Joomla! For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009

	With its pre-coded modules, open source Joomla! is popular for building interactive Web sites without writing code. This Web site design tool lets you build sites with discussions, polling, RSS feeds, picture submissions, shopping carts, and a lot more, quickly and easily and the quickest, easiest way to learn how to use it is Joomla! For...
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Terrorism and Public Safety Policing: Implications for the Obama PresidencyCRC Press, 2009
A Pragmatic Answer to the Systematic Change Already Underway

The trends, data, and battle-tested logic do not lie. A perfect storm of extremist ideologies is on the horizon that threatens to challenge the current state of public safety—forcing police chiefs, public administrators, and security...
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Green Building & Remodeling For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007


	When it comes to addressing most of the challenges we face as a society, it is often

	said that change begins at home. This is an exciting prospect—that we can make a difference

	around the world by changing the way we live our daily lives—and nowhere is

	it truer than in our efforts to improve the health of our planet,...
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Food Composition and Analysis: Methods and StrategiesAcademic Press, 2014

	This book covers methods and strategies related to food composition and analysis. Topics include antioxidant activity of maize bran arabinoxylan microspheres; active packaging based on the release of carvacrol and thymol for fresh food; enzymes for the flavor, dairy, and baking industries; membrane technology in food processing; tenderization...
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Improving Profit: Using Contribution Metrics to Boost the Bottom LineApress, 2013

	Business of all sizes have a problem: How do you know—in real time—whether you are earning the profit you need to grow or even just stay in business? And which products or services are doing the “heavy lifting” in contributing to profit? Financial statements tell only part of the story. They are backward looking, for...
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Learning SAP Analytics CloudPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Predict new opportunities and risks in a few mouse clicks
	
		Eliminate complexity with tools that let you plan, analyze, and collaborate in context—in real time
	
		Discover, visualize, plan, and predict in a single product with agile BI tools



	Book...
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E-Commerce Power: How the Little Guys are Building Brands and Beating the Giants at E-CommerceMorgan James Publishing, 2021

	
		In E-Commerce Power, Jason G. Miles shares a practical framework for starting and scaling a profitable e-commerce brand in the age of Amazon. 

		E-Commerce Power is filled with encouragement, practical advice, tips, strategies, proven online marketing methods - all organized to help online entrepreneurs....
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TCP/IP Network Administration (3rd Edition; O'Reilly Networking)O'Reilly, 2002
The first edition of TCP/IP Network  Administration was written in 1992. In the decade since,  many things have changed, yet some things remain the same. TCP/IP is  still the preeminent communications protocol for linking together  diverse computer systems. It remains the basis of interoperable...
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Telecommunications and Networks (Computer Weekly)Focal Press, 1997
Telecommunications is an old and stable technology if you think only of telephones and telegraph. But in the 1960s came computers and the processing of data. Soon, we needed data communications to transmit data to remote PCs connected by networks. Later, these points of communications increased in number, with the transmission being no longer...
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The Medieval City (Greenwood Guides to Historic Events of the Medieval World)Greenwood Press, 2005
After a long decline in urban life following the fall of the Roman Empire, towns became centers of trade and of liberty during the medieval period. Here, the author describes how, as Europe stabilized after centuries of strife, commerce and the commercial class grew, and urban areas became an important source of revenue into royal coffers. Towns...
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Photoshop Elements 12 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Make ordinary photos extraordinary with Photoshop Elements 12 All-in-One For Dummies!


	Whether you prefer to snap shots on your smartphone or don’t ever leave home without your DSLR, chances are you have way more photos than you ever dreamed possible. Photoshop Elements 12 All-in-One For Dummies is here to...
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